
Winter 2023
Zahra Ahmed

Assignment: 9
Due: Tuesday, April 4, 2023 9:00 pm

Coverage: End of Module 16
Language level: Intermediate Student with Lambda

Allowed recursion: No explicit recursion (see note below)
Files to submit: alf-warmup.rkt, coins.rkt, tree-abstractions.rkt,

dangerous.rkt, subsets.rkt

• Make sure you read the A09 Official Post and FAQ post on Piazza for the answers to frequently
asked questions.

• Policies from Assignment A08 carry forward.

• Do not copy-paste constants, data definitions, functions, or check-expects from this file.
Use the provided a09-examples.rkt file.

• Submit examples for questions 3, 4, and 5(a) by Friday, March 31 at 8:00AM (before the
due date of assignment A09).

• Unless otherwise stated, you may not use explicit recursion for any question. This im-
plies that functions which involve an application of themselves, either directly or via mutual
recursion, are not allowed.

• If you need a helper function, it must be defined in a local or using lambda. Note that if the
question does not allow explicit recursion, local helper functions cannot use explicit recursion
either.

• You should use the higher-order functions that are listed in DrRacket under Help→ Help
Desk→ How to Design Programs Languages→ 4.18 Higher-Order Functions.

• For this assignment you are not allowed to use the built-in Racket function reverse.

Here are the assignment questions that you need to submit.
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1. (10%): In this question you will perform step-by-step evaluations of Racket programs, as you
did in A01. Please review the instructions on stepping in A01 and complete the following:

(a) The two required problems in "Module 13: Lambdas" and

(b) The two required problems in "Module 14: Abstract List Functions"

on the CS135 Stepping Practice website.

2. (25%): Implement the following functions. You may not use local. You may not use helper
functions other than with lambda. Place your solutions in alf-warmup.rkt.

(a) absolutely-odd consumes a list of integers and produces the sum of the absolute
values of the odd integers in the list.

(check-expect (absolutely-odd '(1 -5 4 6 5)) 11)

(check-expect (absolutely-odd '()) 0)

(b) zip from Assignment 05.

(c) unzip consumes a list of pairs, and produces a list of two lists. The first list contains the
first element from each pair, and the second list contains the second element from each
pair, in the original order. Unzipping an empty list produces '(() ()).

(check-expect (unzip '((1 a)(2 b)(3 c))) '((1 2 3) (a b c)))

(check-expect (unzip '()) '(()()))

(d) dedup (“de-duplicate”) consumes a list of numbers and produces a new list with only
the first occurrence of each element of the original list. Note that this is different from
remove-duplicates from Assignments 04 and 06.
For this part only, you are not allowed to use member?.

(check-expect (dedup '(1 2 1 3 3 2 4)) '(1 2 3 4))

(e) zero-fill consumes a string no longer than 20 characters. It produces the same string
but with zeros added to the beginning, as necessary, so that the string is exactly 20
characters long.
This problem is taken from computer networks where the string represents a "datagram".
For the network to work efficiently, all the datagrams must be the same length – in our
case, 20 characters.
For this question, you are not allowed to use any built-in string functions, except
list->string and string->list. Here are a few examples for zero-fill:

(check-expect (zero-fill "abcdefghijklmn") "000000abcdefghijklmn")

(check-expect (zero-fill "he00llo") "0000000000000he00llo")
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3. (25%): Canadian coins come in five denominations: 'nickel (worth 0.05), the 'dime (worth
0.10), 'quarter (worth 0.25), the 'loonie (worth 1.00), and the 'toonie (worth 2.00).

Other countries have different coins. For example, the fictional nation of Bergawfulstan also
has 5 coins: the 'kaf (worth 2), the 'riwu (worth 4), the 'teyne (worth 10), the 'spok (worth
16), and the 'dekaf (worth 20).

We can represent the coins and their values using an association list as follows:

;; A CoinList is a (listof (list Sym Num))

;; requires: the values in the list are non-negative.

(define canadian-coins '((nickel 0.05) (dime 0.1) (quarter 0.25)

(loonie 1) (toonie 2)))

(define berg-coins '((kaf 2) (riwu 4) (teyne 10) (spok 16) (dekaf 20)))

Note that the coin names are keys, and must be unique.

Implement the following functions. Any helper functions you write must be anonymous (i.e.
you must use lambda).

(a) Write the function coin-counts that consumes a CoinList and a list of symbols, and
produces an association list where the keys are the coins from the CoinList (symbols),
and the values are the number of occurrences of that coin in the consumed list. The
produced association list must have a count for each type of coin in theconsumed
CoinList, even those not found in the consumed list.
Example:

(check-expect (coin-counts canadian-coins '(nickel dime dime quarter

button))

'((nickel 1) (dime 2) (quarter 1) (loonie 0)

(toonie 0)))

(b) Write the function coin-total that consumes a CoinList and a list of symbols, and
produces the total value of the coins in the list of symbols, using the given CoinList as
the value of the coins. The function should treat any symbols not in the CoinList as
having a value of 0.
Example:

(check-expect (coin-total canadian-coins '(nickel dime dime quarter

button)) 0.50)

(check-expect (coin-total berg-coins '(spok riwu spok)) 36)

(c) Extending the idea from part (c), write the function make-coin-totaler that consumes a
CoinList and produces a function. The produced function consumes a list of symbols
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and produces their total value using the given CoinList as the value of the coins. As in
part (b), the function should treat any symbols not in the CoinList as having a value of
0.
Example:

(check-expect ((make-coin-totaler berg-coins) '(spok riwu spok)) 36)

Place your solutions in coins.rkt.

4. (20%): In this question you will write an Abstract Tree Function called bt-fold, and then
use it to solve some problems involving binary trees. Note that these binary trees are not
necessarily binary search trees.

(define-struct node (key val left right))

;; A Node is a (make-node Num Str BT BT)

;; A binary tree (BT) is one of:

;; ? empty

;; ? Node

Also remember that in this binary tree definition, empty is not a leaf. Rather, a leaf is a Node

with two empty subtrees.

The implementations of the functions below may not use local or external helper functions
(but they may use lambda). However, you may define additional helper functions for testing
purposes (such as combine functions to test bt-fold or a function to implement the testing
hint below).

Place your functions in tree-abstractions.rkt. You may find it helpful to review the
testing hint on trees in Assignment 07.

(a) Write a function bt-fold which behaves similarly to foldr, but on trees. The function
has three parameters:

• A combine function which consumes a key, a value, and the transformed results of
the left and right subtrees.

• A base value which is produced when the BT is empty
• A BT

As such, the bt-fold function has the following contract:

bt-fold: (Num Str Y Y -> Y) Y BT -> Y

This function should abstract a template for binary trees in the same way foldr abstracts
the template for lists. You may use explicit recursion to implement bt-fold only.
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(b) Use bt-fold to write a function transform-values which consumes two arguments.
The first argument is a function that converts one string to another string and the second
argument is a binary tree. The function produces a binary tree that is a copy of the
consumed tree except that every value is transformed according to the given function.
For example, given a tree tree01,

(transform-values (lambda (x) (string-append x "?")) tree01)

would produce a tree identical to tree01 except that all values have a question mark
appended to the end.

(c) Use bt-fold to write a function search which consumes a number and a binary tree in
that order. The function produces the value of the node whose key matches the number
if such a key exists, and false otherwise. You may assume that every key is unique in
the consumed tree. Remember that the consumed tree is an arbitrary binary tree, not
necessarily a binary search tree.

5. (20%): Sometimes organizations monitor written work for "dangerous speech". In this
question you will write a program which will analyse text for dangerous speech.

Place your solutions in dangerous.rkt

(a) Write a function string-has-ci? which consumes two arbitrary strings. It produces
true if the first string is contained in the second, using case-insensitive matching, and
produces false otherwise.
For example:

(check-expect

(string-has-ci? "tide"

"I find Tide Pods make my dishes so clean!"))

true)

(check-expect

(string-has-ci? "tide" "So scary! tidal waves!") false)

(check-expect

(string-has-ci? "tide" "Antidepressants for everybody!") true)

Hint: You may find the built-in function substring and ALFs like build-list and
ormap helpful.

(b) Write a function generate-flagger which consumes a list of strings that represent
dangerous speech, and produces a function. The strings in the list consumed must be
non-empty strings. The produced function consumes a symbol (which must be 'detect

or 'count-unique) and a string. The produced function has the following behaviour:

• If the symbol is 'detect, the produced function produces true if the consumed
string contains dangerous speech, and false otherwise.
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• If the symbol is 'count-unique, the produced function produces the number of
occurrences of distinct elements of the dangerous speech list. It is possible that the
appearance of multiple elements from the dangerous speech involve overlapping text
in the string consumed by the generated function. The last example demonstrates
this where "ar" and "arr" are both counted, but they appear in the same part of
the string "Yes, I am a weekend warrior.".

The dangerous speech is tested in a case-insensitive manner. You may assume that all
strings in the list of dangerous speech are distinct.
For example:

(define coop-flagger

(generate-flagger (list "petition" "CECA" "staff salaries"

"co-op fee" "waterlooworks")))

(define staff-flagger

(generate-flagger (list "union" "revolt" "wages" "justice"

"solidarity" "workers")))

(define pirate-flagger

(generate-flagger (list "plank" "scurvy" "ar" "arr" "matey"

"aye" "ye" "swab")))

(check-expect (coop-flagger 'detect "The icecaps are melting!") true)

(check-expect (coop-flagger 'detect "The coop fee is too high") false)

(check-expect (coop-flagger 'detect "It goes to STAFF SALARIES!")

true)

(check-expect (staff-flagger 'detect "Tide pods are revolting") true)

(check-expect (coop-flagger 'count-unique "The coop fee is too high!"

0)

(check-expect (staff-flagger

'count-unique

"It is time to revolt! Revolt! Our wages are too low!")

2)

(check-expect (pirate-flagger

'count-unique

"Yes, I am a weekend warrior.")

3)

6. Bonus (5%):
Warning: Part (C) is a serious challenge. You have been warned!
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Place your solution in the file subsets.rkt.

You do not need to include the design recipe for any of these bonus questions.

(a) Write the Racket function subsets1, which consumes a list of numbers and produces a
list of all of its subsets. For example, (subsets1 '(1 2)) should produce something
like (list '(1 2) '(1) '(2) '()). The order of subsets in the list may vary - any
complete ordering will be accepted. You can assume the consumed list does not contain
any duplicates. Write the function any way you want. (Value: 1%)

(b) Now write the Racket function subsets2, which behaves exactly like subsets1 but
which does not use any explicit recursion or helper functions. You must rely on abstract
list functions and lambda (and potentially standard list functions like cons, first, rest,
append, etc.). Your solution must only be two lines of code, one of which is the function
header. Note that if you solve this question, you can also use it as a solution to the
previous one—just copy the function and rename the copy subsets1, or have subsets1
call subsets2. (Value: 1%)

(c) For the ultimate challenge, write the Racket function subsets3. As always, the function
produces the list of subsets of a consumed list of numbers. Do not write any helper
functions, and do not use any explicit recursion (i.e., your function cannot call itself
by name). Do not use any abstract list functions. In fact, use only the following list
of Racket functions, constants and special forms: cons, first, rest, empty?, empty,
lambda, and cond. You are permitted to use define exactly once, to define the function
itself. (Value: 3%)

Enhancements: Reminder—enhancements are for your interest and are not to be handed in.

Professor Temple does not trust the built-in functions in Racket. In fact, Professor Temple does not
trust constants, either. Here is the grammar for the programs Professor Temple trusts.

〈exp〉 = 〈var〉|( lambda (〈var〉) 〈exp〉 ) | (〈exp〉〈exp〉)

Although Professor Temple does not trust define, we can use it ourselves as a shorthand for
describing particular expressions constructed using this grammar.

It doesn’t look as if Professor Temple believes in functions with more than one argument, but in fact
Professor Temple is fine with this concept; it’s just expressed in a different way. We can create a
function with two arguments in the above grammar by creating a function which consumes the first
argument and returns a function which, when applied to the second argument, returns the answer
we want. This generalizes to multiple arguments.

But what can Professor Temple do without constants? Quite a lot, actually. To start with, here is
Professor Temple’s definition of zero. It is the function which ignores its argument and returns the
identity function.
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(define my-zero (lambda (f) (lambda (x) x)))

Another way of describing this representation of zero is that it is the function which takes a function
f as its argument and returns a function which applies f to its argument zero times. Then “one”
would be the function which takes a function f as its argument and returns a function which applies
f to its argument once.

(define my-one (lambda (f) (lambda (x) (f x))))

Work out the definition of “two”. How might Professor Temple define the function add1? Show that
your definition of add1 applied to the above representation of zero yields one, and applied to one
yields two. Can you give a definition of the function which performs addition on its two arguments
in this representation? What about multiplication?

Now we see that Professor Temple’s representation can handle natural numbers. Can Professor
Temple handle Boolean values? Sure. Here are Professor Temple’s definitions of true and false.

(define my-true (lambda (x) (lambda (y) x)))

(define my-false (lambda (x) (lambda (y) y)))

Show that the expression ((c a) b), where c is one of the values my-true or my-false defined
above, evaluates to a and b, respectively. Use this idea to define the functions my-and, my-or, and
my-not.

What about my-cons, my-first, and my-rest? We can define the value of my-cons to be the
function which, when applied to my-true, returns the first argument my-cons was called with, and
when applied to the argument my-false, returns the second. Give precise definitions of my-cons,
my-first, and my-rest, and verify that they satisfy the algebraic equations that the regular Racket
versions do. What should my-empty be?

The function my-sub1 is quite tricky. What we need to do is create the pair (0,0) by using my-cons.
Then we consider the operation on such a pair of taking the “rest” and making it the “first”, and
making the “rest” be the old “rest” plus one (which we know how to do). So the tuple (0,0) becomes
(0,1), then (1,2), and so on. If we repeat this operation n times, we get (n−1,n). We can then
pick out the “first” of this tuple to be n−1. Since our representation of n has something to do with
repeating things n times, this gives us a way of defining my-sub1. Make this more precise, and then
figure out my-zero?.

If we don’t have define, how can we do recursion, which we use in just about every function
involving lists and many involving natural numbers? It is still possible, but this is beyond even the
scope of this challenge; it involves a very ingenious (and difficult to understand) construction called
the Y combinator. Here are a few reading resources on the Y combinator
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• University of Toronto lecturer David Liu has an explanation of the Y combinator,

• Chapter 9 has an example of the Y combinator, and

• medium.com also has a discussion on the Y combinator.

Be warned that this is truly mindbending.

Professor Temple has been possessed by the spirit of Alonzo Church (1903–1995), who used this
idea to define a model of computation based on the definition of functions and nothing else. This
is called the lambda calculus, and he used it in 1936 to show a function which was definable but
not computable (whether two lambda calculus expressions define the same function). Alan Turing
later gave a simpler proof which we discussed in the enhancement to Assignment 7. The lambda
calculus was the inspiration for LISP, the predecessor of Racket, and is the reason that the teaching
languages retain the keyword lambda for use in defining anonymous functions.
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